Abstract. In this paper, we obtain strong localization results and local direct results in the approximation of continuous functions by the non-truncated max-product sampling operators based on Fejér and sinc (Wittaker)-type kernels. These operators present potential applications in signal theory.
Introduction
The sinc-approximation operators were first introduced and studied in [19] , [6] and [24] under the name of cardinal function and of truncated cardinal function. Later on, these linear approximation operators were intensively studied in e.g. [1] - [3] , [7] - [10] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] (see also the references cited there).
Based on the Open Problem 5.5.4, pp. 324-326 in [15] , in a series of recent papers we have introduced and studied the so-called max-product operators attached to the Bernstein polynomials and to other linear Bernstein-type operators, like those of Favard-Szász-Mirakjan operators (truncated and nontruncated case), Baskakov operators (truncated and nontruncated case), Bleimann-Butzer-Hahn operators and Meyer-König and Zeller operators (see e.g. [5] , [14] for the case of Meyer-König and Zeller operators).
This idea applied, for example, to the linear Bernstein operators B n pf qpxq " ř n k"0 p n,k pxqf pk{nq, where p n,k pxq "`n k˘x k p1´xq n´k and f is positive, works as follows. Writing in the equivalent form B n pf qpxq " ř n k"0 p n,k pxqf pk{nq ř n k"0 p n,k pxq
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and then replacing the sum operator Σ by the maximum operator Ž , one obtains the nonlinear Bernstein operator of max-product kind B pM q n pf qpxq " Ž n k"0 p n,k pxqf`k nŽ n k"0 p n,k pxq , x P r0, 1s, n P N, where the notation Ž n k"0 p n,k pxq means maxtp n,k pxq; k P t0, . . . , nuu and similarly for the numerator.
For this nonlinear max-product operator, nice approximation and shape preserving properties were found in e.g. [4] .
Also, it is worth noting here that by analogy with the probabilistic approach of the classical Bernstein polynomials, in the recent paper [16] , we gave the proof for the uniform convergence of the max-product Bernstein operator by using the theory of possibility, which is a mathematical theory dealing with certain types of uncertainties and is considered as an alternative to probability theory. This new approach, which interprets the max-product Bernstein operator as a possibilistic expectation of a particular fuzzy variable having a possibilistic Bernoulli distribution, does not only offer a good justification for the max-product Bernstein operator, but also allows to extend the method to other discrete max-product Bernstein type, like the max-product Meyer-Kĺonig and Zeller operators, max-product Favard-Szász-Mirakjan operators, max-product Baskakov operators, the max-product sampling operator based on the Fejér-type kernel studied in the present paper, and so one.
In the recent paper [11] , Theorem 3.2 (iv), applying this idea to the classical Whittaker's cardinal series, we have obtained a Jackson-type estimate in terms of ω 1 pf ; 1{W q R , in approximation of a continuous, positive and bounded function f on R, by the nonlinear max-product Whittaker sampling operator given by S pM q W,ϕ pf qptq "
where ϕ is the sinc kernel given by the formula ϕptq " sincptq " sinpπtq πt . Also, replacing above ϕptq " 1 2¨s inc 2 pt{2q (the Fejér-type kernel), in [12] , Theorem 2.4, we get the same Jackson-type order of approximation, ω 1 pf ; 1{W q R . In order to be of interest, clearly that only functions f that are uniformly continuous on R must be considered, because they have the property that ω 1 pf ; tq R Ñ 0 as t Ñ 0.
Notice that comparing with the classical linear sampling operators to which they were attached, when for f bounded and Lipschitz of order α P p0, 1q the order of approximation is logpnq n α (see Butzer [7] or Butzer-Stens [10] ), these two kinds of nonlinear max-product sampling operators give the approximation order 1 n α , which is an essential improvement. In addition, in the very recent paper [12] , we introduced the truncated max-product Whittaker operator given by
, x P r0, πs, n P N, and the truncated max-product operator based on the Fejér-type kernel, given by
, x P r0, πs, n P N, for which the Jackson-type order ω 1 pf ; 1{nq r0,πs in the approximation of f was obtained. Also, in [13] saturation, local inverse and localization results for these truncated operators were obtained. Due to the good approximation properties obtained in [11] , [12] , it is natural to look for a more complete characterization of the approximation properties of the nontruncated max-product sampling operators S pM q W,ϕ for ϕ the Fejér and the Wittaker kernels, respectively, in the direction made for truncated operators in [13] .
In the Sections 2 and 3, localization results and local direct results for the non-truncated max-product sampling operators S pM q W,ϕ based on the Fejér and sinc (Wittaker)-type kernels, respectively, are obtained.
It is important to note that the strong localization result expressed by Theorems 2.1, Corollary 2.2, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 show that if the bounded functions (signals) f and g with strictly positive lower bounds coincide on a subinterval ra, bs Ă R, then for sufficiently large values of W ą 0, S pM q W,ϕ pf q and S pM q W,ϕ pgq coincide on subintervals sufficiently close to ra, bs. Clearly, the Corollaries 2.2 and 3.2 show that S pM q W,ϕ pf q is very suitable to approximate strictly positive functions (signals) which are constant on some subintervals, namely if f is a strictly positive function which is constant on some subintervals ra i , b i s, i " 1, . . . , p, of R, then for sufficiently large W , S pM q W,ϕ pf q takes the same constant values on subintervals sufficiently close to each ra i , b i s, i " 1, . . . , p.
The better approximation errors obtained in [11] - [13] and the localization properties may have important implications in the signals' representation, if we replace the linear sampling operators based on the Whittaker and Fejér's kernels with their max-product counterparts. For example, in the case of the localization results, if on a subinterval rc, ds the signal f is zero, we may consider there to be constant equal to an arbitrary small ε ą 0 and then, Corollaries 2.2 and 3.2 prove that for sufficiently large W , S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " ε for all x P rc, ds. Note that the linear correspondents of S pM q W,ϕ do not have these properties.
Also, it is worth pointing out the Remark 2 from the end of the paper, which states that nontruncated max-product type sample operators can be easily constructed and with absolute similar properties, for bounded functions of arbitrary sign on R.
Everywhere in the paper, by convention we take sinp0q{0 " 1.
Localization properties in the case of Fejér kernel
Let us denote CB`pRq " tf : R Ñ R`; is bounded and continuous on Ru.
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let f, g P CB`pRq and a, b P R, a ă b, such that f pxq " gpxq ą 0 for all x P ra, bs. Then for all c, d P ra, bs satisfying a ă c ă
Proof. Let us choose arbitrary x P rc, ds and for each W P p0, 8q let j x P N ( j x depends on W too, but we don't want to complicate the notations) be such that x P rj x {W, pj x`1 q{W s. Then we know that
where s W,k pxq " ϕpW x´kq " 2¨s in 2 pπpW x´kq{2q π 2 pW x´kq 2 for all k P Z and x P R.
Since x P rc, ds X rj x {W, pj x`1 q{W s and since a ă c ă d ă b, it is immediate that for W ≥ W 0 where W 0 is chosen such that 1{W 0 ă mintc´a, b´du, we obtain a ă j x {W ă b which gives aW ă j x ă bW for all W ≥ W 0 . It is important to notice here that W 0 does not depend on x. From the previous inequality it follows that if W ≥ W 0 then for any x P rc, ds there exists α x P ra, bs such that j x " W α x . Our first intention is to prove as an intermediate result, that there exits an absolute constant K 0 ą 0 which does not depend of x P rc, ds, such that for any W ≥ K 0 and x P rc, ds we have
In order to obtain this conclusion, for W ≥ W 0 let us choose k P ZzI W,x . We have two cases: i) k`?W ă j x and ii) j x`? W ă k. Case i) Since x P rj x {W, pj x`1 q{W s, we observe that π pW x´j x q {2 P r0, π{2s and by the well-known property sinptq ≥ 2t{π, t P r0, π{2s, it results s W,jx pxq ≥ 2{π 2 . This implies
Then, denoting the minimum and the maximum values of f with m f and M f , respectively (according to the hypotheses these values are strictly positive), we get that
We ą 1 for all x P rc, ds, W ≥ W 1 and k P Z, k ă j x´? W . In addition, it is important to notice that W 1 does not depend on x P rc, ds but of course it depends on f.
Case ii) The proof is identical with the proof of the above case i) and therefore we conclude that there exists an absolute constant W 2 P p0, 8q, which depends only on a, b, c, d, f such that
Analyzing the results obtained in cases i)-ii), it results that for all x P rc, ds,
In conclusion, we have obtained our preliminary result (1) .
Next, let us choose arbitrary x P rc, ds and W P p0, 8q so that W ≥ K 0 . If there exists k P I W,x such that k{W R rc, ds then we distinguish two cases. Either k{W ă c or k{W ą d. In the first case we observe that ă c´a which clearly implies that k{W P ra, cs. In the same manner, when k{W ą d, for sufficiently large W we necessarily have k{W P rd, bs. Summarizing, there exists a constant K 1 P R independent of any x P rc, ds such that
and in addition, for any x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 1 and k P I W,x , we have k{W P ra, bs. Also, it is easy to check that K 1 depends only on a, b, c, d, f. We thus obtain that
and in addition, for any x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 1 and k P I W,x , we have k{W P ra, bs.
Reasoning for the function g exactly as in the case of the function f , it follows that there exists K 2 P R which depends only on a, b, c, d, g such that
and in addition, for any x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 2 and k P I W,x , we have k{W P ra, bs. Taking Ă W 0 " maxtK 1 , K 2 u, we easily obtain the desired conclusion.
Remark. One can easily find a concrete value for Ă W 0 if we know the extreme values of f and g, respectively or just some bounds for these values. Corollary 2.2. Let f P CB`pRq and a, b P R, a ă b, be such that f is constant on ra, bs with the constant value α ą 0. Then for any c, d P ra, bs with a ă c ă d ă b, there exists K 1 P R which depends only on a, b, c, d and f such that S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " α for all x P rc, ds and W P R, W ≥ K 1 . Proof. Using the same notations as in the previous theorem, let K 1 P N which depends only on a, b, c, d and f be such that
and in addition, for any x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 1 and k P I W,x , we have k{W P ra, bs. Let us choose arbitrary x P rc, ds and W P R, W ≥ K 1 . Since for k{W P ra, bs we have f pk{W q " α, it easily follows that S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " α.
Here we used the fact that by Lemma 2.3 in [12] , we easily get
s W,k pxq, x P rc, ds and the proof is complete.
A local direct approximation result is now an immediate consequence of the localization result in Theorem 2.1, as follows.
Corollary 2.3. Let f P CB`pRq, a, b P R, a ă b and let C 0 be a constant which depends only on a and b, such that f is strictly positive on ra, bs and |f pxq´f pyq| ≤ C 0 |x´y| for all x P ra, bs, that is f is a Lipschitz function (of order 1) on ra, bs. Remark. It is worth noting that according to the ideas in possibility theory used in [16] , the max-product sampling operator S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq can, too, be studied as a possibilistic expectation of a fuzzy variable having the possibilistic distribution given by λ W,j pxq "
with ϕptq " 1 2 sinc 2 pt{2q.
The case of the Whittaker operator
If in the formula for S pM q W,ϕ pf q in Introduction, we take ϕptq " sincptq, then we obtain the max-product operator based on Whittaker kernel introduced and studied for the first time in the paper [11] .
The first main result of this section is the following localization result.
Theorem 3.1. Let f, g P CB`pRq and a, b P R, a ă b, such that f pxq " gpxq ą 0 for all x P ra, bs. Then for all c, d P ra, bs satisfying a ă c ă d ă b, there exists Ă W 0 ą 0 which depends only on f, g, a, b, c, d such that S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " S pM q W,ϕ pgqpxq for all x P rc, ds and W P R, W ≥ Ă W 0 .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let us choose arbitrary x P rc, ds and for each W P p0, 8q let j x P N be such that x P rj x {W, pj x`1 q{W s. By the formula in Introduction we have
where s W,k pxq " ϕpW x´kq " sinpπpW x´kqq πpW x´kq for all k P Z and x P R. Then, again as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, let W 0 P R, 1{W 0 ă mintc´a, b´du, be such that aW ă j x ă bW for all W ≥ W 0 . Our first intention is to prove as an intermediate result, that there exits an absolute constant K 0 ą 0 which does not depend of x P rc, ds such that for any W ≥ K 0 and x P rc, ds we have
In order to obtain this conclusion, for W ≥ W 0 let us choose k P ZzI W,x . We have two cases: i) k`?W ă j x and ii) j x`? W ă k.
Case i). We have two subcases: i a q x P rj x {W, pj x`1 {2q{W s and i b q x P rpj x`1 {2q{W, pj x`1 q{W s.
Subcase i a q. Since x P rj x {W, pj x`1 {2q{W s, we observe that pW x´j x qπ P r0, π{2s and by the well-known property sinpxq ≥ 2x{π, x P r0, π{2s, it results that s W,jx pxq ≥ 2{π. This implies
We observe that lim
It follows that there exists W 1 P R,
ą 1 for all x P rc, ds, W ≥ W 1 and k P Z, k ă j x´? W . In addition, it is important to notice that W 1 does not depend on x P rc, ds but of course it depends on f.
Subcase i b ). In this case we have ppj x`1 q´W xqπ P r0, π{2s. Therefore, reasoning as in case i a q we obtain that for sufficiently large W we have
Summarizing, we conclude that there exists an absolute constant W 2 P R which depends only on a, b, c, d, f such that max ts W,jx pxqf pj x {W q, s W,jx`1 pxqf ppj x`1 q{W qu s W,k pxqf pk{W q ą 1,
for all x P rc, ds, W ≥ W 2 and k P Z, k ă j x´? W .
Case ii). The proof is identical to the proof of the above case i) and therefore we conclude that there exists W 3 P R which depends only on a, b, c, d, f such that max ts W,jx pxqf pj x {W q, s W,jx`1 pxqf ppj x`1 q{W qu s W,k pxqf pk{W q ą 1,
for all x P rc, ds, W ≥ W 3 and k P Z, k ą j x`? W .
Analyzing the results obtained in the cases i)-ii), it results that for all x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 0 , K 0 " maxtW i : i " 1, 3u and k P Z with k ă j x´W or k ą j x`W , we have max ts W,jx pxqf pj x {W q, s W,jx`1 pxqf ppj x`1 q{W qu s W,k pxqf pk{W q ą 1.
In conclusion, we have obtained our preliminary result (2) . Then, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists a constant K 1 P R independent of any x P rc, ds, depending only on a, b, c, d, such that
and in addition for any x P rc, ds, W ≥ K 1 and k P I W,x , we have k{W P ra, bs. From this point, reasoning exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we obtain the desired conclusion.
As consequences of Theorem 3.1, we can get similar results with those for the max-product operator based on the Fejér kernel (Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3).
For example, we have the following.
Corollary 3.2. Let f P CB`pRq and a, b P R, a ă b, such that f is constant on ra, bs with the constant value α ą 0. Then for any c, d P ra, bs with a ă c ă d ă b, there exists K 1 P R which depends only on a, b, c, d and f such that S pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " α for all x P rc, ds and W P R, W ≥ K 1 .
Remarks. 1) Similar to the case of Fejér kernel, the results in the Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 show the nice properties of the max-product operator in the case of Wittaker kernel to reproduce locally with great accuracy the graph of a non-smooth strictly positive, bounded and locally continuous function f , with important potential applications in the signals' representation. Note that their corresponding linear sampling operators S W,ϕ pf q does not have these properties.
2) Although the max-product operators introduced at the beginning of this paper are well-defined only for bounded functions with values in R`, they can easily be used to generate max-product type operators for the approximation of bounded functions of arbitrary sign f : R Ñ R, as follows : if a ă mintf pxq; x P Ru, then the new operators P pM q W,ϕ pf qpxq " S pM q W,ϕ pf´aqpxq`a, with ϕ the Fejér and the Whittaker kernels, approximate f with the same Jackson-type order ω 1 pf ; 1{W q R (as in [11] ), keep the interpolation properties and verify the same localization results as those in the previous sections.
3) Apparently, the calculation in the case of max-product operators looks more complicated, because of the "maximum" operator which replaces the "sum" operator. But since usually in calculation one use the computers, this is not happening. Indeed, this can be seen not just from the fact that the graph made for any particular function can be obtained (by using programmes or softwares) so easy and fast as in the case of linear operator, but also theoretically it follows from the following two principles in computer science:
(i) the computational complexity for "maximum" and "sum" operators is the same, because in order to achieve these two tasks, the computer must scan the whole array once and needs one register to update its state;
(ii) from pure algorithmic point of view, in both cases there are in fact N´1 addition operations.
